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0. Executive Summary
Introduction
0.1

This Design and Access Statement relates to and forms part of an application (“the
Application”) for a Development Consent Order (“DCO” or “the Order”) for the
Keuper Underground Gas Storage (“UGS”) Project (“KGSP” or “the Project”) – a
Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (“NSIP”) promoted by Keuper Gas
Storage Limited (“KGSL” or “the Applicant”).

0.2

KGSL is a special purpose company wholly owned by INEOS Enterprises Group
Limited (“IEGL”) and forms part of the wider INEOS group, a global leader in the
energy and chemicals sectors. The group already has commercial interests and
developments in northwest England.

0.3

Two sets of infrastructure are required to create the Project. The first is an extension
of INOVYN’s existing Brine and water infrastructure to allow, by means of Solution
Mining, the creation of Cavities and the continued supply of Brine to customers. The
second relates to the development of a Gas Processing Plant, gas infrastructure,
conversion of the Cavities to gas storage operations and connection into the National
Transmission System (“NTS”).

0.4

KGSL believes that this Design and Access Statement provides a useful opportunity
to explain the way in which the design process has evolved. The Statement:
details the principles involved in the layout and design of the Main
Development Area, including pipelines, site roads and electrical
connections, Whitley Pumping Station, Lostock Works and Brine
discharge infrastructure at the Runcorn Site;
includes descriptions of the steps taken to ensure that the design is
of high quality and the Project is sustainable, as required by national
planning policy; and
explains the evolution and the rationale for the design proposals.
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Design principles
0.5

The designs of some of the above ground elements of the Project, including the Gas
Processing Plant, are generic and indicative at this stage, with actual design details
to be finalised in accordance with the DCO requirements. The principles and
objectives outlined in this Statement provide a framework within which detailed
designs can be finalised, drawing on KGSL’s previous experience in designing two
UGS facilities which were approved in 2004 and 2006.

0.6

In designing the facility, KGSL has had regard to the need for high quality design, as
set out in national planning policy. The design solutions proposed take into account
relevant local planning guidance and policies and the site context, including the
outcome of various environmental assessments set out in the Environmental
Statement. This incorporates the 5 key design principles set out in the Cheshire West
and Chester Council (‘CWCC’) Supplementary Planning Document entitled
Sustainable Development.

0.7

A number of specific and general design and siting policies, principles and objectives
that KGSL has sought to take into account in the development of the design are set
out at paragraph 2.4 of this Statement, including (where possible):
0.7.1

Avoiding common habitats for European Protected Species and
including buffer zones where appropriate;

0.7.2

Avoiding, where practicable, loss of trees and hedgerows and
include planting where loss is unavoidable;

0.7.3

Avoiding areas of highest amenity value;

0.7.4

Avoiding scheduled monuments;

0.7.5

Minimising visual, noise, landscape and other environmental
effects;

0.7.6

Appropriate screening to mitigate potential landscape and visual
impacts;
iv

0.7.7

Avoiding the need for tenant re-location;

0.7.8

Regard to agricultural concerns to minimise impact on agricultural
practices and landowners/tenant farmers within the Main
Development Area;

0.7.9

Siting of buildings and key plant to minimise impact on
neighbouring properties and developments; and

0.7.10

Development and buildings to be functional, economical, safe and
secure in design and operation, in accordance with best practice.

Access principles
0.8

The Project requires good road access to accommodate delivery of materials,
equipment and personnel during construction, operation and decommissioning.
KGSL has consulted statutory bodies, relevant stakeholders and the local community
on the development proposals in accordance with the legal requirements for preapplication consultation under the Act. A small number of responses were received
on access issues which have informed the access principles adopted by KGSL.

0.9

Policies, principles and objectives that KGSL has sought to take into account in the
development of the design are set out at paragraph 4.14 of this Statement, including
(where possible):
0.9.1

Ensuring that access during construction is easy, safe and
minimises impact on the local community, including appropriate
security measures if relevant;

0.9.2

A suitable ‘three strikes’ enforcement mechanism to ensure
compliance with routing restrictions;

0.9.3

Safe access to and around the site, whilst ensuring minimal
disruption as a result of vehicle movements:

v

Appropriate provision for private motor vehicles, given the limited
opportunities to travel by public transport or bicycle;
Securing the continued availability of land for convenient
agricultural use; and
Promoting inclusive access to all buildings.

vi

1. Introduction
1.1

This Design and Access Statement (“DAS”) relates to and forms part of an application
(“the Application”) for a Development Consent Order (“DCO”) for the Keuper
Underground Gas Storage (“UGS”) Project, Holford Brinefield, Cheshire (“the
Project”) made to the Secretary of State for the Department of Energy and Climate
Change, in accordance with the provisions of the Planning Act 2008 (“the Act”).

1.2

The Project is a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (“NSIP”) by virtue of:
1.2.1

Sections 14(1)(c) and 17(1) of the Act, as the Project is in England
and is expected to have a working capacity of at least 43 Million
Standard Cubic Metres (“mcm”); and

1.2.2

Sections 14(1) (g) and 21(1) of the Act, as the system of pipes that
form part of the Project and are required to convey Brine, nitrogen
and natural gas are cross-country pipelines that would, but for s.33
(1) of the Act, require authorisation under s.1 (1) of the Pipelines
Act 1962 (being in excess of 16.093 kilometres in total aggregate
length), and begin and end in England.

1.3

The Project includes the construction and operation of 19 underground Cavities. It
will be designed to store a working volume of approximately 500 of natural gas, with
an import and export capability of up to 34mcm per day. The total gas stored,
including ‘cushion’ gas (gas permanently held within the Cavities until
decommissioning) will be up to 800,000 tonnes.

1.4

The full extent of the infrastructure applied for in the Application is described in the
Project Overview (Doc ref. 8.1). See also Schedule 1 of the DCO which itemises the
works required to carry out the Project submitted to the Secretary of State for
approval.

1.5

The Project is promoted by Keuper Gas Storage Limited (“KGSL” or “the Applicant”),
a special purpose company wholly owned by INEOS Enterprises Group Limited
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(“IEGL”). Figure 1.1 below shows the promoters’ corporate relationship to IEGL and
to INOVYN Enterprises Limited (“IEL”). IEL is the landowner of a substantial part of
the Main Development Area, and will be responsible, using its experienced Brine and
Water Business, for the Solution Mining of the Cavities for the proposed Project.
Figure 1.1 – Promoter’s ownership and subsidiary structure

1.6

A full policy appraisal has been undertaken to identify and describe national and local
planning and energy policies relevant to the Project, and includes details of emerging
local planning policies. The policy appraisal concludes that the Project is in full accord
with adopted and emerging national and local planning and energy policies and that
other material considerations, including security of energy supply, weigh in favour of
the Project. For further details, see the Policy Statement (Doc ref. 8.2) that
accompanies the Application.
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1.7

A full environmental impact assessment has also been undertaken and the findings
have been objectively recorded in an Environmental Statement (“ES”) (Doc ref. 6.1 6.3), which accompanies the Application.

1.8

This DAS is provided under Regulation 5(2)(q) of the Infrastructure Planning
(Applications: Prescribed forms and procedures) Regulations 2009. It details the
principles involved in the layout and design of the Project including pipelines, site
roads and electrical connections at the Main Development Area, the Whitley
Pumping Station Area, the Lostock Works Area and the Runcorn Site. It includes
descriptions of the steps taken to ensure that the design is of high quality and the
Project sustainable, as required by national planning policy. It explains the evolution
of the design of the Project and the rationale for the final design solutions /
proposals.

1.9

Figure 1.2 summarises the Local and National Policies relevant to the design of the
Project.

1.10

Where a word or phrase is capitalised in this document (other than a proper noun or
at the beginning of a sentence) a definition of it can be found in the Project Glossary
(Doc ref. 8.5).

3

Figure 1.2 – Relevant planning policy
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2. Design Principles and Objectives
2.1

The design of some of the above ground elements of the Project, including the Gas
Processing Plant, are generic and indicative at this stage, with final design details to
be finalised with the relevant planning authority in accordance with the draft DCO
requirements (Doc ref. 3.1 Schedule 2). The principles and objectives outlined in this
DAS provide a framework within which detailed designs can be finalised. In providing
these details, KGSL has drawn on previous experience in designing two UGS facilities,
both of which were consented under the Town and Country Planning Act 1990, in
2004 and 2006.

2.2

The design solutions proposed take into account relevant local planning design
guidance and policies, and the site context, including the outcome of various
environmental assessments set out in detail within the ES (Doc ref. 6.1). The design
proposals take into account the environmental considerations detailed in the ES.

2.3

A Cheshire West and Chester Council (“CWCC”) Supplementary Planning Document
entitled Sustainable Development (adopted 16th July 2008) sets out 5 key design
principles in paragraph 3.6, which, where possible, this development will seek to
adhere to:
2.3.1

A regard to scale, ranging from the overall layout and size of the
development blocks to building depths and the internal
organisation;

2.3.2

The size of a development will have an impact upon its ability to be
flexible to future needs and its overall energy requirements;

2.3.3

The depth will have implications in terms of lighting and ventilation
requirements. A shallow building can reduce the need for artificial
lighting and mechanical ventilation, therefore reducing energy
demands;
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2.3.4

Increased floor to ceiling heights at ground floor level can provide
scope in the future to relatively easily adapt a development for
retail purposes, allowing sufficient clearance for service provision
and other needs; and

2.3.5

Designs should allow for the easy alteration of internal partitions in
order to maximise the future adaptability of internal spaces. One
solution is to locate the load-bearing elements of the building in
the external frame of the structure.

2.4

KGSL has a number of specific and more general design and siting policies, principles
and objectives, which it has sought to take into account in the development of the
design for the Project:
2.4.1

Avoid where possible ponds and other common habitats for
European protected species that are prevalent across the site (e.g.
Great Crested Newts and Lesser Silver Water Beetles) and include
buffer zones where development is in close proximity to ponds and
other key habitats;

2.4.2

Avoid where possible loss of trees and hedgerows across the site
and include planting where loss is unavoidable;

2.4.3

Avoid where possible areas of highest amenity value;

2.4.4

Avoid scheduled monuments within the site;

2.4.5

The Project should be located and designed in such a way as to
minimise visual, noise and other environmental effects where
possible;

2.4.6

The Project to be designed and located in such a way as to avoid
the need for tenants to be re-located;

2.4.7

Development to be appropriately screened where it has not been
possible to otherwise avoid landscape and visual impact;
6

2.4.8

Have regard to agricultural practices and use of the fields, and
ensure access routes for roads, pipes and cables are directed in
such a way as to ensure minimal impact on agricultural practices
and landowners/tenant farmers within the Main Development
Area;

2.4.9

Full consideration in each individual case of the merits of
underground rather than overhead cables;

2.4.10

Siting of buildings and key plant and machinery so that existing
buildings and infrastructure can be utilised where appropriate, and
designed to minimise the need for new infrastructure;

2.4.11

Buildings to be designed to be functional and to reflect the
character of their location where possible;

2.4.12

Height of buildings to be minimised where possible to minimise
visual impact;

2.4.13

Development to be designed to be functional, economical, safe and
secure;

2.4.14

Buildings and structures to be designed and constructed in
accordance with best practice;

2.4.15

Use of electric driven motors in the Gas Processing Plant where
possible to minimise landscape and visual impacts, and also
impacts on air quality (thus negating the need for an additional
stack);

2.4.16

Gas Processing Plant to be in close proximity to the NTS, high
voltage electricity supply and the proposed Cavities within the new
storage field;

2.4.17

Development to be located in close proximity to existing water and
Brine infrastructure and pipelines;
7

2.4.18

The wellhead location and orientation sited so as to minimise the
impact on agriculture and farm businesses, where possible;

2.4.19

The siting of Project wellheads has been chosen to satisfy Cavity
design requirements, to ensure that the pillars of salt between
Cavities are of the required width and to ensure that the Project
wellheads are located at the minimum required distances between
one another and from the neighbouring HGSP and SGSP Cavity
wellheads;

2.4.20

Cavities are to be sited where the salt is at a suitable depth and is
of the required thickness, while maintaining a separation from the
salt boundary of the King Street fault and the minor BYL1 and KS2
faults. Cavities also to be located to ensure that all suitable salt is
mined efficiently to create natural gas Cavities; and

2.4.21

While it is not a requirement of the HSE’s land use policy, KGSL has
sought to minimise the number of properties that are located
within the inner zone, as identified by the HSE’s Planning Advice for
Developments Near Hazardous Installations methodology.

2.5

The specific application of these principles has been explored in Section 3, below. In
designing the facility, KGSL has had regard to the need for high quality design, as set
out in national planning policy.
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3. Development of the Design in Context
Overview of Proposals
3.1

Two sets of infrastructure are required to create the Project. The first is an extension
(and in part upgrade) of INOVYN’s existing Brine and water infrastructure to allow,
by means of Solution Mining, the creation of the Cavities and the continued supply
of Brine to customers. The second set of infrastructure relates to the development
of a Gas Processing Plant, gas infrastructure, conversion of the Cavities to gas storage
operations and connection into the NTS.

3.2

The draft DCO contains limits of deviation sufficient for the Authorised Development
to be carried out, both above and below ground, within the Order limits.
Site Location

3.3

The Main Development Area for the Project is in Cheshire, about 3km due West of
the M6 and approximately 3km North of Junction 18. The draft Order limits are
bounded to the West by the A530 (King Street) and to the East by the B5081. The
nearest village is Byley (SJ 72100, 69400)

3.4

The Order limits include four distinct work areas comprising: (1) the Main
Development Area and location for the Cavities and Gas Processing Plant at the
Holford Brinefield; (2) works to provide a new pipeline bridge and Brine outfall at
INOVYNs’ Runcorn Site; (3) refurbishment and reinstatement of INOVYN’s Whitley
Pumping Station Area; and (4) installation of new tanks at INOVYN’s Lostock Works
Site.

3.5

The Main Development Area is approximately centred on Drakelow Gorse (SJ 709
695) and has a total area of 364ha. The site entrance proposed for construction and
operation is on King Street at Drakelow Farm (SJ 693 703). Further information is
included in the ES (Doc ref. 6.1) and Project Overview (Doc ref. 8.1).

9

Figure 3.1 – Development Consent Order Limits
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3.6

The surrounding area is generally open countryside. The character of the terrain is
that of small field systems separated by mature hedgerows.

The existing

surrounding land uses are mixed and include farming, Cavity storage, precast
concrete products manufacture and mineral extraction. The local area is scattered
with buildings and pipelines associated with these mixed uses.
3.7

In the immediate vicinity are two UGS facilities. HGSP, operated by E.ON, was
approved by the Secretary of State in 2004 and is now fully operational. The SGSP,
operated by Storengy, was approved by CWCC in 2006 and gas storage operations
have commenced in the first newly solution mined Cavities.

3.8

The Main Development Area falls within part of INOVYN’s minerals working area
within the Holford Brinefield. INOVYN owns the majority of the mineral rights for the
Holford Brinefield. INOVYN has planning permission, granted by CWCC and dated
1998 (Ref. No. 4/32984 & 5/98/0192P) to win and work salt deposits within part of
the Holford Brinefield.

3.9

The majority of the land within the Order limits is within the ownership of INOVYN.
KGSL will lease the required Project area from INOVYN. KGSL will endeavour to
acquire any additional land or rights required for the Project by agreement with the
relevant landowners. In case this does not prove possible, however, KGSL seeks
powers of compulsory acquisition within the DCO (see Statement of Reasons (Doc
ref. 4.1), Book of Reference (Doc ref. 4.3) and Land Plans (Doc ref. 2.2.1 to 2.2.8).

3.10

The Main Development Area is partially within the COMAH and Hazardous
Substances Consent (“HSC”) site of Holford Gas Storage Limited (“HGSL”) and just
south of the COMAH and HSC site of SGSP.
Landscape and Topography

3.11

Landscape character in the vicinity of the Main Development Area is shown on Figure
3.2.
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Figure 3.2 – Landscape Character
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3.12

At a local level the proposed Main Development Area lies within the Stublach
Landscape Character Area (“LCA”). This comprises part of the East Lowland Plain
Landscape Character Type, as identified in the Cheshire Landscape Character
Assessment (2008). The key characteristics of the East Lowland Plain Landscape
Character Type are described as:
3.12.1

Flat and almost flat topography;

3.12.2

Small to medium sized fields (up to 8ha) used for pasture and
arable farming;

3.12.3

Mainly hawthorn hedgerows and hedgerow trees, some mixed
species hedgerows;

3.12.4

Dispersed hamlets and farms with predominantly low density, and
some nucleation;

3.12.5

Intensive farming and large farm businesses;

3.12.6

Large number of small water bodies;

3.12.7

Scattered species-rich grasslands; and

3.12.8

Riparian ancient woodlands and field sized coverts.

Site Selection
3.13

The safe storage of natural gas in underground salt Cavities can be achieved where
there is a salt deposit at an appropriate depth and thickness to permit the creation
by Aolution Mining of suitably engineered Cavities. The Holford Brinefield has an
extensive and predictable salt deposit and a proven history of safe storage of natural
gas.

3.14

Following geological surveys (see accompanying geological information: Doc refs. 9.1
- 9.3 Geological Reports), the Applicant has been able to select locations for the
proposed 19 Gas Storage Cavities. Each has been chosen after careful consideration
13

of the geological and topographical constraints of the site. Further information
concerning the selection process for the Cavity sites is detailed in the Project
Overview (Doc ref. 8.1) and in the Geological Reports (Doc refs. 9.1 – 9.3).
Development Areas
3.15

The Project has four development areas:
Development Area

Brief outline of works

Main Development The area of most intensive and extensive development,
Area

namely the part of the Project where Gas Storage Cavities and
a Gas Processing Plant are proposed.

Whitley

Pumping The area in which two new pumps will be installed within the

Station Area

footprint of the existing, but currently disused, Whitley
Pumping Station. A new roof and other minor refurbishment
works will also be carried out.

Runcorn Site

The area where a new stretch of Brine pipeline, including a
20 metre high pipe bridge and outfall will be installed for
discharge of Brine into the Manchester Ship Canal.

Lostock Works Site

Installation of a new tank and surge vessel are proposed

Layout of Main Development Area
3.16

The nature of the Project means most of the infrastructure will be located below
ground. The above-ground infrastructure will be functional in design, mostly
comprising fenced compound areas. Key plant, such as the Gas Processing Plant, will
be designed to be in keeping with the existing development in the Holford Brinefield
and take into consideration the topography of the landscape as described above.

3.17

In accordance with KGSL’s design principles and objectives, outlined in Section 2, the
boreholes on site are typically spaced 275 - 300m apart and are located at least 240m
from neighbouring properties. Apart from the interconnecting site roads and the
temporary disturbance during the installation of the pipelines, the land areas
between wellheads will continue to be used for agriculture.
14

Main Development Area: Design and Description
Solution Mining Compound
3.18

It is proposed to house the majority of the Solution Mining equipment in a new
compound area approximately 400m south of Drakelow Lane. The area is approx.
200m from any neighbouring properties and partially screened by trees and
hedgerows. The pumphouse and plant will be designed to blend into the
surroundings and screened with additional planting. See Drawing No. 13-0301/HOL/24/260 (Doc ref. 2.7.21) and 267-268 (Doc refs. 2.7.27 and 2.7.28).

3.19

The footprint of the compound will be approximately 80m x 100m (excluding access
roads) and most equipment will be less than 4m high. The nitrogen storage unit will
require a narrow pipe vent that will be approximately 9m high. An indicative layout
is shown in Drawing No. 13-03-01/HOL/24/277 (Doc ref. 2.8.5).

3.20

The Solution Mining Compound will be required for the duration of the Solution
Mining activities – approximately six years based on current demand for the product
Brine. When the compound is no longer required, it will be removed and the area
reinstated to agriculture. Where required, one way amphibian fencing and site setout will be installed early in the first construction year. The proposed site for the
compound will be cleared and the topsoil removed in the spring, including the
proposed area for the adjacent Gas Marshalling Compound, which will be used for
construction laydown of the Solution Mining Compound. Soil stripped from the area
will either be used as part of landscape screening measures or utilised elsewhere on
site.

3.21

The compound site will be covered in geotextile membrane and limestone aggregate,
to form a base for construction. Concrete bases and foundations will be required for
the degassing tanks, pumphouses, electrical equipment and other ancillary
development within the compound.
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Gas Processing Plant
3.22

It is proposed to locate the Gas Processing Plant at land off King Street on the farm
holding of Drakelow Farm, thus minimising pipeline distances from the Gas
Processing Plant to the NTS connection point and minimizing the route for the Gas
Processing Plant traffic during construction. The site is approximately 300m from its
nearest neighbour, a tenant farm owned by INOVYN, and more than 1.8km from the
nearest significant residential area, the village of Lach Dennis. It is approximately
2km from the village of Byley and more than 3km north of the town of Middlewich.
Further information concerning the location of the Gas Processing Plant including the
selection process for the site is included in the Project Overview (Doc ref. 8.1) and
Chapter 15 of the ES (Doc ref. 6.1). The final choice for the location was made in
accordance with the design principles and objectives outlined in Section 2.

3.23

The existing hedgerows and trees already provide landscaping and screening,
although it is proposed that these will be enhanced with additional planting. The
proposed Gas Processing Plant development area will be approximately 4 ha,
including the area required for the cold vent. Much of the equipment will be housed
in buildings made from either brick or metal cladding painted to blend with
surroundings, typically Sherwood Green. Some plant items will need to be outside
and these will be appropriately painted and screened to minimise visual impact. The
perimeter of the Gas Processing Plant will be fenced off to prevent unauthorised
access.

3.24

Drawing No. 13-03-01/HOL/24/231 & 264 (Doc refs. 2.5.2 and 2.7.25) provides an
indicative site layout for the Gas Processing Plant; Drawing No. 13-0301/HOL/24/270 (Doc ref. 2.6.1) shows the elevations.

Table 3.1 below lists

dimensions of main plant items.
Table 3.1: Gas Processing Plant
Structure

Width

Length

Height Typical Building Finishes

Control room/workshop

30m

40m

5m

Brick

with

pitched roof
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slate

effect

Structure

Width

Length

Height Typical Building Finishes

Heavy goods store

12m

16m

4m

Brick

with

slate

effect

pitched roof
Substation

20m

25m

4m

Steel clad building with flat
roof Sherwood green

Instrument Room

6m

8m

4m

Brick

with

slate

effect

pitched roof
Compressor house (2 off)

20m

28m

10m

2m brick,8m steel clad with
pitched

roof

painted

Sherwood green
First Gas Fill Compressor and 6m

28m

7m

cooler package

Steel clad building with flat
roof Sherwood green

Motor coolers (4 off)

6m

8m

4m

Steel clad Sherwood green

Gas coolers (2 off)

18m

22m

5m

Steel clad Sherwood green

Drying towers (12 off)

4m

4m

10m

Steel Sherwood green

Air cooled condenser (2 off)

6m

8m

4m

Steel clad Sherwood green

Regeneration heaters (2 off)

12m

6m

5m

2m brick,3m steel clad with
pitched

roof

painted

Sherwood green
Water heaters Building (2 10m

25m

8m

off)

Brick

with

slate

effect

pitched roof

Metering station

18m

30m

3m

Process plant

Pig trap area

10m

20m

2m

Process plant

Filters and heat exchangers 15m

33m

3m

Process plant

(2)
Transformers

6m

30m

5m

Electrical plant

Glycol regeneration

15m

35m

5m

Galvanised steel structure
with process plant

Glycol storage

15m

21m

4m

Process plant

Letdown station

20m

40m

3m

Process plant

STACKS

Dia’

No. off

Height
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Structure

Width

Length

Height Typical Building Finishes

Regeneration Heating Vents

1.8m

1

20m

Steel Grey

Water heater vents

2.0m

1

20m

Steel Grey

Emergency cold vent (sterile 0.5m

1

25m

Steel Grey

area)

3.25

Clearance of all vegetation within the area proposed for the Gas Processing Plant site
will be required to allow access and safe working conditions. The route of water and
electrical services, and the proposed gas pipelines, avoids existing site features and
mature trees where possible.

3.26

It is proposed that the main site area of the Gas Processing Plant is cleared of topsoil
and vegetation at the start of the Project. The top soil will be used locally to form low
bunds or mounds surrounding the Gas Processing Plant and other construction areas.
These can be planted with landscape plant screening in the first winter following
their placement, which will give a head-start to the landscape screening of the
eventual Gas Processing Plant.

3.27

The cleared area will be covered by geotextile membrane and limestone aggregate
to form a construction laydown area for the remainder of the first phase of road,
Brine and water pipeline construction and borehole drilling. These construction
stages require a reasonable sized area for the storage of pipeline and downhole
casing materials.

3.28

The Gas Processing Plant will be fully encompassed by a 2-3m high security fence to
prevent unauthorised access. There will be security cameras and other measures to
ensure the security of the site. The site will be continuously manned 24/7.
Gas Marshalling Compound

3.29

There will be two compounds to allow the distribution of gas from the Gas Processing
Plant to individual wellheads without the need for each wellhead to be piped back
to the Gas Processing Plant.
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3.30

The compounds will contain remote operation isolation valves, although all the
pipelines will be buried. Each compound, after completion of drilling, will be
approximately 50m x 50m and be surrounded by a security fence.

3.31

The compounds have been sited to be reasonably central to each cluster of
wellheads and away from neighbouring properties, taking advantage of existing
natural screening. Each compound will be further screened by additional planting.
Wellheads and Solution Mining Infrastructure Design and Description

3.32

The wellhead and Solution Mining infrastructure is integral to the Project. The
location of each wellhead is shown on Figure 3.3 below. The locations have been
selected in consultation with land owners and occupiers, and with the principles and
objectives outlined in Section 2 in mind. The chosen locations represent the best
application of those principles. The Project Overview (Doc ref. 8.1) discusses the
selection of Cavity locations in more detail and is supported by the Geology Reports
(Doc refs. 9.1 – 9.3).

3.33

In particular, the following principles and objectives have been applied:
3.33.1

The wellhead location and orientation sited so as to minimise the
impact on agriculture and farm business, where possible;

3.33.2

The siting of Project wellheads has been chosen to satisfy Cavity
design requirements, to ensure that the pillars of salt between
Cavities are of the required width and to ensure that the Project
wellheads are located at the minimum required distances between
one another and from the neighbouring HGSP and SGSP Cavity
wellheads;

3.33.3

Cavities are to be sited where the salt is at a suitable depth and is
of the required thickness, while maintaining a separation from the
salt boundary of the King Street fault and the minor BYL1 and KS2
faults. Cavities also to be located to ensure that all suitable salt is
mined to create natural gas Cavities;
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Figure 3.3 – Location of Wellheads
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3.33.4

While it is not a requirement of the HSE’s land use policy, KGSL has
sought to minimise the number of properties that are located
within the inner zone, as identified by the HSE’s Planning Advice for
Developments Near Hazardous Installations methodology.

Site Preparation
3.34

Each wellhead site will require a construction, laydown and operational area to carry
out the proposed activities. Topsoil will be stripped from the area and stored locally.
The stripped area will be temporarily covered in a geo-textile and aggregate. The
construction area will then be used for laydown of the drilling rig and mud (drilling
lubricant) circulation system, as well as storage and personnel office and amenity
unit. A concrete apron will be poured which will include a sump (Dugwell) for the
wellhead itself.

3.35

Figure 3.4 below shows an artist’s impression of a wellhead.

Figure 3.4 - Artist’s impression of wellhead
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Design of Site Road Network and Compound Areas
3.36

Access roads will be constructed of stone / asphalt and all services (water, electricity
and telecommunications) will be routed within pipeline corridors or alongside access
roads and / or verges. Following main site construction, it is proposed that these
access roads will not normally be fenced off from fields, but will be gated or fitted
with cattle grids, as appropriate. Once drilling has been completed, the wellheads
will not be lit at night.

3.37

The sites will only be excavated or traversed by heavy vehicles or machinery where
necessary to strip topsoil, lay geo-textile, lay stone or construct the site roads.

3.38

Due to the temporary nature of most of the proposed works and limited land
requirements, disruption and impact to topsoil and agricultural land will be minimal.
The laydown area required for the drilling operation will only typically be required
for 2-3 months. The compounds, however, will be used on a temporary basis for
general construction laydown, pipe storage or vehicle parking, to avoid the need to
create additional construction areas with the associated temporary disruption to
agriculture and the import of stone material.

3.39

Following drilling and use for temporary construction laydown, the compounds will
remain during Solution Mining and gas storage operations as there is a variety of
equipment and vehicles used at various times for Cavity surveys, Solution Mining
casing adjustments (tube movements) and storage activities at individual wellhead
sites. The size of the compounds will be reduced to 50m x 50m. Drawing Nos. 13-0301/HOL/24/241-259 (Doc refs. 2.7.2 to 2.7.20) show the stages of development for
drilling and Solution Mining at each wellhead, although each wellhead layout may be
different to allow for local site conditions and geography, such as ponds, ditches, etc.
Thus, the perimeter areas of the drilling compounds will have the stone removed and
the top soil returned, or, where used, the plastic matting removed. This area of land
will then be returned to agriculture or used as part of the landscaping of the
wellhead, depending on its location.
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3.40

Recovered stone / aggregate from temporary construction laydown areas will be
used elsewhere on site for road or other construction activities, thus minimising the
requirement for stone deliveries and the requirement for offsite disposal. It is
anticipated that all recovered stone will be re-used on site during the Project or
elsewhere on the Holford Brinefield for future road or drilling activities. There should
thus be no waste road stone going to landfill. Wherever possible, temporary plastic
track matting is used for temporary vehicle parking, cabins or light storage activities.
This can be laid directly on grass and later removed with very little impact.
Pipelines and Other Development

3.41

A number of pipelines are required in respect of the development. All new pipelines
are detailed fully in the Pipelines Statement (Doc ref. 7.1).

3.42

Pipes will be laid via open trench construction, which will be subsequently in-filled
and contoured to match the surrounding land, as described below.

3.43

In accordance with the design principles and objectives, wherever possible pipe
corridors have been sited to avoid trees and target gaps in hedgerows. Where it is
not practical to avoid the removal of trees or hedgerows as part of the construction
operations, these will be reinstated on completion with newly planted trees and
hedgerows. Within the pipe corridor, topsoil is stripped from typically 25m of the
working width to allow the trench to be dug and a running track for site vehicles and
the layout of pipe sections.

3.44

The excavated topsoil will be temporarily stored within the working width. Subsoil
excavated from the pipe trenches is temporarily stored in mounds on a strip of land
adjacent to the trench. Care is taken to prevent the mixing of subsoil and topsoil and
to avoid excessive compaction. Soil storage mounds will be arranged or shaped to
avoid collection of water in surface undulations and runoff of water/silt into
watercourses.

3.45

Following completion of all services the subsoil can be returned to the trench before
the topsoil is finally spread across the area, with contours to match the surrounding
land and avoid ponding. Subject to the land use requirements, the area is reseeded
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with a suitable grass seed mix or returned to the farmer for agriculture. Where the
pipe corridor crosses a sensitive location, such as hedgerow, road or ditch, the
working width can be reduced by not storing subsoil and topsoil directly in line, thus
minimising the amount of hedgerow to be removed and replaced.

Lostock Brine Purification Plant
3.46

To further improve the reliability and stability of the raw Brine pumping system for
the Project, it is necessary to install two new vessels at the Lostock Works Site’s Brine
Purification Plant. The first is an additional pumping tank adjacent to the existing
pumping tank on the site. The second is a surge vessel next to the pumping tank.

3.47

Construction of both tanks will only take a few weeks. The tanks will be installed
within the existing plant boundary, adjacent to existing chemical plant infrastructure.
The location is shown on Drawing No. 13-03-01/HOL/23/234 (Doc ref. 2.5.5).

Figure 3.5 – Artist’s impression of Lostock Works tank and surge vessel

3.48

The proposals do not involve any changes to the footprint of the Brine Purification
Plant itself, which connects to the existing Brine pipelines across the Holford
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Brinefield. The tank and surge vessel will be designed to the same specification as
other similar infrastructure across the brinefield owned by INOVYN and will, where
relevant, adhere to the principles and objectives outlined in Section 2, above.

Whitley Pumping Station Area
3.49

The Project includes a proposed upgrade to the Whitley Booster Pumping Station.
Whitley Booster Station is an existing but currently out of service pumping station
associated with the 20” Brine pipeline from the Lostock Works Site to discharge at
the Runcorn Site.

3.50

Figure 3.6 is a visual representation of the pumphouse at Whitley.

Figure 3.6 – Artist’s impression of Whitley Pumping Station
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3.51

The works will include replacement of equipment within the pumphouse itself and
reinstatement of the electrical supply from Scottish Power Energy Networks
(“SPEN”). The development will also involve installation of a new small surge vessel
to reduce the surge potential within the pipeline. A layout plan is shown on Drawing
No. 13-01-03/HOL/24/235 (Doc ref. 2.5.6).

3.52

The existing pumphouse is brick built with a gentle slope flat roof. The roof and
windows will be replaced with similar materials. Elevations are shown on Drawing
No. 13-01-03/HOL/24/278 (Doc ref. 2.6.8).

Runcorn Outfall Area
3.53

The Project requires the construction of a Brine outfall pipe into the Manchester Ship
Canal at Runcorn. Below, in Figure 3.7, is an artist’s impression of the pipebridge
required to carry the Brine discharge pipeline from the Runcorn Site over the Weston
Canal to the Manchester Ship Canal. This route has been selected to support the
timely development of the proposed Project. The Project requires the ability to
discharge Brine, pursuant to the extant environmental permit with reference
EPR/DP3424GK, into the Manchester Ship Canal at times when there is insufficient
demand for Brine from customers. (See Consents Management Plan, Doc ref. 5.3).

3.54

The pipebridge has been designed in consultation with the Canal and River Trust
(“CRT”) and Peel Ports, which have the potential to be affected by the construction
and operation of the bridge. Through design and commercial agreements with both
parties, KGSL has sought to minimise these impacts to acceptable levels. It has been
designed to be similar to other pipe bridges in the area and in keeping with
surrounding land uses where possible.

3.55

Drawing No. 13-03-01/HOL/24/236 (Doc ref. 2.5.7) shows the location of the Brine
dispersal pipeline at Runcorn, the works to be undertaken at Runcorn in respect of
the Brine outfall pipeline and the elevations for the pipebridge.

3.56

An artist’s impression of the pipe bridge at Runcorn is shown below at Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7 – Artist’s impression of the pipe bridge

Other Design Considerations
Construction and Operational Lighting
3.57

The lighting scheme for operation will be designed so as to avoid light pollution, sky
glow and light intrusion to residential properties. There will be no continuous
floodlighting. Instead, low level lighting will be used around the site to allow safe
operation and infrared lights and cameras for security. Task lighting during the
construction phase will be required during the winter months. The majority of
construction activities are day time only, but safety requirements will lead to the
need for some lighting during late afternoon / early evening. ES Chapter 26 (Doc ref.
6.1) details mitigation measures with regards to the impact of lighting on
surrounding habitats.
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Acoustics
3.58

In keeping with the principle of designing facilities in such a way as to minimise visual,
noise and other environmental effects where possible, noise control was an issue
identified early in scoping and is well understood from experience of similar projects
nearby. Mitigation measures have been considered in the ES Chapter 26 (Doc ref.
6.1). Acoustic fencing/screening has been incorporated into the design of the facility
where there is a need to mitigate against potential impacts. In accordance with
requirement 3 of Schedule 2 of the draft Order, a ‘Construction Environmental
Management Plan’ (Doc ref. 6.5) will be approved by the relevant planning authority
prior to commencement of the Project. This will include details of proposed noise
mitigation measures.
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4. Access Principles and Objectives
4.1

The Project requires good road access to accommodate road delivery of materials,
equipment and personnel during construction, operation and decommissioning.

4.2

The Project will be accessed from the public highway through an existing access point
from King Street. The access route used by contractors serving the SGSP, although
the majority of construction activity for that project is complete. Internal roads
within the Holford Brinefield area will provide construction access around the site.

4.3

A full policy appraisal has been undertaken (see Policy Statement, Doc ref. 8.2) and
all relevant local and national policies have been taken into account when
considering the access to the site, around the site and into individual buildings.

4.4

A transport assessment has been undertaken and is included in Chapter 12 of the ES
(Doc ref. 6.1). A travel plan is not required in relation to the Project, as there will not
be a significant increase in traffic as a result of the works.

Consultation on Access
4.5

In preparing the Application, KGSL has consulted statutory bodies, relevant
stakeholders and the local community on the development proposals in accordance
with the legal requirements for pre-application consultation under the Act. Issues
raised during consultation were noted and where possible have been addressed
within the Application. The Consultation Report (Doc ref. 5.1) details the consultation
process, including phases of consultation, persons/organisations consulted and a
record of responses received. A small number of responses were received on access
issues which are summarised below and described more fully in the consultation
report. The relevant responses have informed the access principles listed further
below.
Local Residents and Landowners/Tenants

4.6

Several respondents asked about vehicle movements associated with the Project
during consultation.
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4.7

Proposed routing of vehicles to and from the site was raised as an area of interest
and respondents were keen to ensure that the surrounding villages were not
adversely impacted. They were also keen to learn about how vehicles would access
the site during construction and what measures would be in place to mitigate against
traffic impact.

4.8

One respondent noted that, in previous projects, there had been a disruption caused
to local farmers when gates had been left open, resulting in a mix up of cattle. KGSL
will seek to ensure minimal disruption on landowners or tenants during construction
and operation of the facility.

4.9

Concerns were raised about speed limits and the potential for drivers to use
restricted routes rather than those prescribed by KGSL. It has been agreed that a
‘three strikes and out’ rule will be invoked, to prevent construction traffic from
accessing restricted routes and speed limit enforcement will be discussed with the
local authority.

4.10

Residents were concerned with impact on access to their own properties during the
construction phase. KGSL is seeking to minimise impacts as much as possible and is
providing temporary alternative access routes where interference is unavoidable.
Highway Authorities

4.11

KGSL has engaged with CWCC, which is the highway authority for the Main
Development Area. It has also engaged with Halton Borough Council (“HBC”), the
highway authority for the Runcorn Site, and Cheshire East Council (“CEC”), as
construction traffic will be routed through the Cheshire East area.

4.12

Consultation relevant to access has included discussions concerning the routing
obligation which will form part of a section 106 agreement (see Consents
Management Plan, Doc ref. 5.3), to be signed by CWCC. Throughout the consultation
process, KGSL has sought to take into account responses received from all 3 local
authorities.
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Canal and River Trust
4.13

The CRT’s specific comments in relation to access concerned the rights of navigation
along the Weston Canal (Weaver Navigation). The construction of the pipe bridge
may have temporary impacts on rights of navigation. The pipe bridge itself has been
designed so that it is high enough for commercial traffic to pass under and the CRT
indicated it is content with this approach. CRT welcomed the proposed restricted
access for maintenance and inspection of the outfall pipe and Telford Wall (along
which the pipe will run). The Applicant and CRT have entered into an agreement to
permit the works associated with the Brine outfall.

Access Principles and Objectives
4.14

KGSL has access principles and objectives which it has taken into account in designing
the Project, including:
4.14.1

An accessible location having the least impact on the local
community through construction is required;

4.14.2

Traffic should be routed to avoid accessing the site via Byley Village
(B5081);

4.14.3

Heavy goods vehicles should have safe highway access to and
egress from the site at all times;

4.14.4

Safe internal access road network around the Main Development
Area;

4.14.5

Measures adopted to minimal disruption to neighbouring
landowners and tenants as a result of vehicle movements and
construction works;

4.14.6

KGSL has agreed to enforce a ‘three strikes and out’ rule to prevent
construction traffic from accessing restricted routes;
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4.14.7

A one way system should be adopted such that all traffic should
enter and exit the site from a common entrance point on the A530
(King Street); and

4.14.8

KGSL will promote inclusive access to all buildings around the site.
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5. Access Proposals
Access to the Site
5.1

It is proposed to utilise an existing junction on King Street (A530) to provide vehicular
access to the Main Development Area during construction and operation of the
National Grid NTS compound, Gas Processing Plant, Solution Mining Compound area,
Gas Marshalling Compounds and all proposed wellhead areas. The Applicant is
proposing an HGV routing obligation to ensure all Project traffic will use this access,
to avoid any impacts which may be associated with HGV construction traffic passing
through the local villages of Lach Dennis and Byley. This routing obligation will be
secured by a section 106 agreement (see Consents Management Plan, Doc ref. 5.3).
A new site access road will connect to the existing A530 Junction to the SGSP, and
continue through the Main Development Area to Drakelow Lane and Yatehouse
Lane, where junction improvement works are proposed, to provide access for light
commercial traffic and emergency access.

5.2

The Project does not require works or improvement to the existing A530 junction to
SGSP.

5.3

Traffic (particularly HGV traffic) will approach the site via King Street (A530), either
from the north or the south. The traffic route from the south will be from the M6 via
junction 18, A54, B5309 (around Middlewich) to A530 King Street. The traffic route
from the north or north east will be from M6 junction 19, A556 to A530 King Street.
The traffic route from the west will be from A556 around Northwich to A530 King
Street.

5.4

During the construction period there will be a security cabin and security personnel
at the site entrance on King Street and additional security cabins and personnel at
the road crossings of Drakelow Lane and Yatehouse Lane. Following the peak
construction period the latter two are likely to be replaced by automatic security
barriers or gates.

5.5

Appendix 1 shows the proposed route to the site.
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5.6

The means of access chosen for the Project is the existing SGSP King Street entrance.
This entrance is the least disruptive to the local community, is located on land owned
by INOVYN and would be less likely to cause traffic disruptions than other options
considered. Further information has been provided in the Project Overview (Doc ref.
8.1).

5.7

Due to the rural nature of the site, there is limited opportunity for access to the site
by public transport or by cyclists. Further information concerning site roads is also
detailed in Section 4 above. Please also see ES chapter 12 concerning vehicular and
pedestrian/cycle access (Doc ref. 6.1).

5.8

Due to the rural location of the Main Development Area, there are limited
opportunities to travel by public transport to the site. Lostock Gralam train station is
5km away from the site entrance, Winsford train station is approximately 4km away
from the site entrance and the nearest bus stop is in Middlewich, which is 4.3km
from the site entrance. Due to the size of the site and restricted access, private
vehicles will need to be used to travel around the site itself.

Access around the Site
Site roads
5.9

A site road network is required to provide access to the wellhead compounds, Gas
Processing Plant, Solution Mining Compound and Gas Marshalling Compounds, as
well as general access for normal operation and maintenance activities. It is also
proposed to install a new road from the existing entrance on King Street (A530) to
the Gas Processing Plant. Typically the site road network will be single track with
passing places. Construction will generally be asphalt topped but some crushed
stone roads may be used. It is proposed that a one-way system is employed to allow
construction and operational traffic to pass through the site from the proposed King
Street entrance, via the site network and back out via the existing road to link with
the King Street entrance.
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Figure 5.1 – Layout of Access Roads
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5.10

Please see Drawing No. 13-03-01/HOL/24/401 (Doc ref. 2.7.30) for further
information on the site network. Appropriate emergency access routes via Drakelow
lane and site security, including fencing around processing plant and wellhead
compounds, will be installed. Emergency vehicles only will be allowed to access the
site from Drakelow Lane or Yatehouse Lane.

5.11

Figure 5.1 provides an indicative layout of the access road network around the site.

5.12

During construction there will be a number of construction laydown areas, including
parking for HGVs at the Gas Processing Plant laydown area and light
vehicles/construction worker vehicles at the construction village close to the Gas
Processing Plant. Procedures will ensure no parking by construction workers on the
site road network or neighbouring public highways.

5.13

The site road network has been laid out to give a general loop, circular path, to allow
the use of single track as much as possible and minimize the need for construction
vehicles to reverse on site. The proposed routing is shown on Drawing No. 13-0301/HOL/24/401 (Doc ref. 2.7.30).

5.14

Some of the proposed infrastructure is to the East of Yatehouse Lane and North of
Drakelow Lane, and it will therefore be necessary to cross these roads. It is proposed
that the site road network will partially travel along and across Drakelow Lane and
across Yatehouse Lane to gain access to wellhead locations on the other side of these
roads to the Main Development Area, but traffic management procedures will be put
in place to ensure construction traffic only crosses the public highway in these
locations and does not enter the site from the direction of the highway, and thus
does not travel through Byley Village or Yatehouse Green.

5.15

To gain access to the two proposed wellheads in the North East area of the site north
of Drakelow Lane, it will be necessary to travel along Drakelow Lane towards the
corner with Yatehouse Lane and turn left into that area via a new local site entrance.
Emerging traffic will then only be allowed (by project control procedures) to cross
Drakelow Lane and return to the site following the prescribed one-way route of the
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site roads. The proposed road crossing arrangements / entrance and required
modifications are illustrated on Drawing No. 13-03-01/HOL/24/408 (Doc ref. 2.7.36).
5.16

Similarly construction traffic leaving the site area East of Yatehouse Lane will cross
Yatehouse Lane via a new entrance on Yatehouse Lane, opposite the entrance to
Brownhayes Farm. As part of the proposed development, it will be necessary to
remove short sections of hedgerow at this entrance, on either side of Yatehouse
Lane, and replace with “Cheshire” railings, to improve the visibility splay. The
hedgerow will be replanted to be set further back in the field. The proposed road
crossing arrangements / entrance and required modifications are illustrated on
Drawing No. 13-03-01/HOL/24/407 (Doc ref. 2.7.35).
Construction of Access Roads – Materials and Layout

5.17

The site road construction will require the delivery of a significant quantity of
limestone aggregate. Whenever possible, this will be delivered via the site entrance
direct to the moving workface of the road construction. This means that the HGV
road vehicles will only drive (and reverse the last section) on the newly constructed
road. The road construction vehicles (excavators, etc.) will remain on site for the
duration of each phase, thus minimizing the transfer of mud between construction
vehicles and delivery vehicles. Just in time delivery minimizes the need for double
handling on site. At certain times, however, it will be necessary temporarily to
stockpile aggregate at one of the construction laydown areas or wellhead
compounds, to allow the management of traffic flow or vehicle numbers.

5.18

The site roads will be flush with the surrounding fields and generally be unfenced
following construction, thus allowing grazing and farming practices to continue
across the area.

5.19

During construction it will be necessary to fence the construction corridors. Certain
gated crossing points will therefore be installed at locations agreed with the land
users, to allow farming activities to continue on either side of the development.

5.20

The basic loop road of the development, including access to the future Gas
Processing Plant, Solution Mining Compound and site roads to the first phase of eight
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boreholes will be constructed in the first, two year, phase of development.
Subsequent site access roads to subsequent wellhead phases will be constructed as
required in the following years.
5.21

Where practicable, efforts have been made to avoid temporary closure or diversion
of public rights of way. There will be a temporary diversion of public rights of way
(RB8) during the construction phase, for a day or two only. Relevant rights have been
included in the draft Order.

5.22

Figure 5.2 sets out the main footpaths around the site and the restricted byways
crossing the site.

Access into Buildings and Facilities
Car parking
5.23

The main office building for the Gas Processing Plant will include limited but
sufficient car parking for the operational and maintenance staff during the operation
period of the Project, see Drawing No. 13-03-01/HOL/24/264 (Doc ref. 2.7.25).
Disability Access

5.24

The main office building of the Gas Processing Plant will include disabled / wheelchair
access and will be single storey only. This is the only building on site where disabled
people would be expected to require access.

Access to Lostock, Whitley and Runcorn Sites
Lostock Works Site
5.25

KGSL has identified the access route to the Lostock Works Site at Appendix 3. The
Lostock Works Site is an existing site and access will be via the existing site entrance
off Griffiths Road. Where required, access into buildings at this site will be suitable
for disabled people.
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Figure 5.2 – Footpaths and Byways around the Site
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Whitley Pumping Station Area
5.26

KGSL have proposed an access route from the M56 via the A49 to the Whitley
Pumping Station Area, as shown at Appendix 1. Where required, access into buildings
at this site will be suitable for disabled people (with access via a ramp).
Runcorn Site

5.27

The main access considerations for the Runcorn Site relate to the construction of the
pipe bridge. The development may, for a short period of time, impact on navigation
on the Weston Canal (Weaver Navigation). Drawing No. 13-03-01/HOL/24/236 (Doc
ref. 2.5.7) shows the areas of the canal which may be affected in terms of rights of
navigation. KGSL intends to continue liaising with CRT regarding access on the canal.
The development has been design, and construction will be scheduled, to have as
little impact as possible on navigation along the canal.

5.28

The development at Runcorn is not considered to have any significant effects in
terms of vehicular traffic, given the low levels of construction traffic (no more than
20 vehicles per day over approximately 6 months), and this has therefore been
scoped out of the ES. An access route for traffic attending the site to inspect the pipe
or the Telford Wall, along which the pipe will run, has been proposed by KGSL (shown
at Appendix 2) and the CRT have indicated their agreement with this proposed
access. Appendix 2 also shows the route to the Runcorn Site from the Weston Point
Expressway.
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Appendix 1 –
Proposed Route to Main Development Area
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Appendix 2 –
Proposed Route to Pipe Bridge at Runcorn Site
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Appendix 3 –
Proposed Route to Lostock Works Area
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